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BINARY AND NON-BINARY ASPECTS OF159Tb(40Ar, PLF) REACTION AT ENERGIESCLOSE TO 10 MeV/NUCLEONE. Kozik and A. BudzanowskiH. Niewodniza«ski Institute of Nulear PhysisRadzikowskiego 152, 31-342 Kraków, Poland(Reeived April 10, 2000)Dediated to Professor Kazimierz Grotowskion the oasion of his 70th birthdayResults of a omplex analysis of 40Ar + 159Tb ollision data obtainedfrom inlusive and oinidene measurements are presented. The experi-mental results support the binary nature of projetile like fragments losein Z to the projetile. Indiret evidenes for primary projetile and pro-jetile like fragment breakup following transfer reation and/or inelastisattering were found.PACS numbers: 25.70.Hi, 25.70.Lm1. IntrodutionSine the disovery of the deep inelasti ollisions in low energy heavy-ionreations, many experimental and theoretial e�orts have been performed inorder to understand the main features of this type of reations, whih om-bine properties harateristi of the two apparently opposite nulear pro-esses: diret reation and ompound nuleus deay [1�10℄. Deep inelastireations are haraterized by the fat that the system remains essentiallybinary: two heavy massive produts, projetile like fragment (PLF) andtarget like fragment (TLF) ome out of the ollision arrying nearly all thenuleons (exept of evaporated ones from the exited primary fragments)of the system. Theirs main harateristis are the following: (i) a meankineti energy lose to the mutual interation barrier in the exit hannel,(ii) a broad mass distributions, entred in the viinity of the projetile andthe target, and (iii) nonisotropi angular distributions indiating a muh(1573)



1574 E. Kozik, A. Budzanowskishorter lifetimes than would be expeted from ompound nuleus forma-tion. In the sharp uto� approximation, quasi-elasti (peripheral) and deepinelasti (more dissipative, less distant) reations share the range of partialwaves between the angular momentum, above whih there is no the om-pound nuleus formation, and the maximum angular momentum leading toa nulear reation. Simple lassial alulations using the sharp uto� ap-proximation predit, that in the ase of 40Ar + 159Tb ollision at the energylose to 10 MeV/nuleon the fusion ross setion exhausts only about 25% ofthe total ross setion; the binary quasi-elasti (QE) and deep inelasti (DI)omponents are then expeted to be predominant in onsidered reation.2. Experimental setupMeasurements were performed at the Hahn-Meitner Institut Berlin us-ing 9.75 and 9.5 MeV/nuleon 40Ar ion beam from the VICKSI heavy ionaelerator. In the inlusive and oinidene measurements the reationproduts of ZPLF = 7�20 were deteted with onventional solid state dete-tor �E(25�m)�E(1000�m) telesope at laboratory angles ranging from 11Æto 36Æ and at 14.5Æ, respetively. Additionally, in the oinidene measure-ments the sintillator tank of 1 m diameter �lled with 500 l of Gd-loadedtoluene was used for 4� neutron detetion. Experimental tehnique is de-sribed in details in Ref. [11℄.3. Results and disussionThe studied 40Ar + 159Tb reation at 9.75 MeV/nuleon (inlusive mea-surements) and 9.5 MeV/nuleon (oinidene measurements) shows thesigns of the binary nature of ollisions at low energy domain.The harateristi features of the ejetile energy spetra obtained at�lab = 14:5Æ in oinident experiment 40Ar + 159Tb at 9.5 MeV/nuleon(Fig. 1) are as follows: for the exit hannels where only few nuleons areadded or removed from the projetile, two omponents of the energy spe-tra are learly distinguished. The �rst one is onentrated at the energysomewhat below that orresponding to the beam veloity, the seond oneat energies near the exit hannel Coulomb barrier. They are interpretedas peripheral ollision events with small energy damping, and less distant,more dissipative events, respetively. With dereasing PLF atomi numberthe overlap of both omponents beomes more signi�ant. In the viinity ofthe projetile harge number (14 � Z � 18) the intensity of low energy om-ponent inreases in omparison with the high energy part with dereasingZ value, indiating a more dissipative harater of multinuleon exhangeproesses. For produts with harge number far from the projetile only oneomponent in the energy spetra is observed, spread mainly between theCoulomb barrier and the energy orresponding to the beam veloity.
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Fig. 1. Laboratory energy spetra of PLF's from 40Ar(9.5 MeV/nuleon) + 159Tbwith Z values ranging from 7 to 20 integrated in 10 MeV bins of ejetile energy.The arrows indiate the Coulomb barrier and the energy orresponding to the beamveloity.The angular distributions of PLF's measured in inlusive experimentwith harges lose to that of the projetile are peaked around the grazingangle (� grlab = 24:5Æ) and they derease at greater angles. With dereasingharge number of produts maxima of angular distributions, lying in theviinity of the grazing angle �atten, and �nally disappear. For the produtsfar in Z from the projetile the angular distributions are only weakly for-ward peaked and they demonstrate a gradual tendeny towards the isotropy(Fig. 2). One an attah here two mehanisms whih result in the similartendeny of the angular distribution. The �rst one may be related to the or-biting ollisions whih smear out the forward peaking and may theoretiallyintrodue an isotropi omponent in the angular distribution. The rough es-timation of lifetimes of the dinulear systems allows to state that for PLF'swith Z � 14 a onsiderable number of nuleons may be transferred betweennulei in fast proesses, during the time shorter then the rotation period



1576 E. Kozik, A. Budzanowskiof dinulear systems (1 � 2 � 10�21 s) [11℄. The seond may be the purekinemati phase spae fator appearing when more than two partiles arepresent in the exit hannel. This has an e�et of unoupling of the diretionsof reation produts with the forward or grazing diretion.

Fig. 2. Angular distributions of seleted elements emitted in 40Ar + 159Tb reationat 9.75 MeV/nuleon. Lines are drawn through the data point to guide eyes.In the exit hannel PLF's with a moderate modi�ation of harge inrelation to the projetile harge are dominantly observed, however the dis-tribution of produed fragments is broad and extend from the viinity ofthe projetile down to the light ejetiles (Figs. 3, 4) (the range of the de-teted and analyzed ejetile harge numbers is extorted by the experimentalonditions). Quasi elasti and deep inelasti omponents of elemental dis-tributions presented in Fig. 3 were obtained using a proedure desribedin Refs [11℄, [12℄. Separation was done for PLF's whih energy spetraand angular distributions manifest binary nature of exit hannel fragments(Z � 14). The ontribution of QE and DI omponents to the total yield ofelemental distributions depends on the PLF atomi number indiating onmore damped nature of the reation with a onsiderable number of trans-ferred nuleons. The damping of the reation depends also on the net trans-fer diretion, the heaviest deteted PLF's (Z = 20) originate mostly fromdeep inelasti ollisions.The neutron multipliity dependene on the ejetile kineti energy in thewhole range of the measured Z-values is observed (see Fig. 4.6 in Ref. [11℄.
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Fig. 3. Total ross setion as a funtion of produts atomi number for the system40Ar(9.75 MeV/nuleon) + 159Tb (�lled squares). The �lled and empty irlesdenote the QE and DI omponents of the ross setion, respetively. Lines aredrawn to guide eyes.

Fig. 4. The measured harge distribution for 40Ar(9.5 MeV/nuleon) + 159Tb ol-lision at �lab = 14:5Æ.



1578 E. Kozik, A. BudzanowskiThe general harater of this dependene is unique for produts lose tothe projetile. The proesses with small energy damping and low neutronmultipliity are overwhelming other exit hannels. The mostly damped ol-lisions onsequently are aompanied by the highest neutron multipliity.For lowest harges of ejetiles (Z � 13) events haraterized by the high-est neutron multipliity, indiating on the strong energy damping, dominatequantitatively. The relative intensity of events grouped in the viinity ofthe beam veloity, aompanied by the small neutron multipliity inreaseswith dereasing Z. The third lass of events is observed at lowest kinetienergies below two-body exit hannel Coulomb barrier and small neutronmultipliity and it exhibits a nearly onstant relative intensity in the wholerange of the harge Z � 13.

Fig. 5. Neutron multipliity distributions for ejetiles from Z = 7 to Z = 20



Binary and Non-Binary Aspets : : : 1579The neutron multipliity distributions obtained from oinidene mea-surements have approximately Gaussian shapes with notieable drift of themaximum position towards higher values of neutron multipliity while theoinident PLF harge number dereases (Fig. 5). It indiates that thelighter is the deteted PLF the ollision is more dissipative and it results inobservation of the inrease of the average number of neutrons evaporated bymore exited reation partners. An evolution of the shape of the neutronmultipliity distributions is seen for Z = 13 and it oinides with the hangeof general harater of energy spetra and angular distributions of ejetiles.For lighter measured produts one an observe an additional seond om-ponent in the region of low neutron multipliity. This lass of events, forwhih the energy dissipation seems to be unorrelated with the mass trans-fer, was assigned to projetile or PLF break-up and �ssion following thegrazing ollision. Intensities of these maxima are smaller than those at highvalue of registered neutron number, although the relative ontributions oflow multipliity omponents inrease with dereasing fragment harges. Thedrift of the high neutron multipliity omponent towards higher values ofneutron number with dereasing harge number of ejetiles is observed, butthe shift is weaker than for PLF's lose to the projetile. The hange in aslope observed in the mean neutron multipliity � harge number orrela-tion (Fig. 6) is explained by a hange of the dominating reation mehanism.A signi�ant part of the ejetiles with Z � 13 arises from ollisions whih arenot primary binary in the exit hannel as it is in the ase of the produtionof PLF's lose to the projetile.

Fig. 6. Mean neutron multipliities hMni oinident with fragments observed at14.5Æ. The solid squares and irles represent the values alulated over the wholerange of multipliity distributions, while the empty squares and �lled diamondsdenote the results of alulations separating the distributions into two omponents.



1580 E. Kozik, A. BudzanowskiConluding, behavior of energy spetra, angular, elemental and neutronmultipliity distributions on�rm the binary harater of projetile like frag-ments with 14 � Z � 20. On the other hand there are the indiret signsthat the produts of 40Ar + 159Tb ollision far in Z from the projetile donot originate in majority diretly from binary deep inelasti ollisions. Thehypothesis that these fragments result from the deay of the exited proje-tile or heavier PLF by the emission of neutrons and light harged partilesseems to be inorret beause of insu�ient multipliity of evaporated lightpartiles (for instane measured neutrons). As a onsequene these frag-ments are expeted to be a result of the projetile or PLF splitting intotwo massive fragments, only one of whih is deteted. The exited primaryprojetile or PLF is produed in the �rst stage of a reation and then itbreaks-up produing massive fragments in the �nal state.For PLF's with harge number 14 � Z � 20 the statistial model(PACE II [13℄) alulations have been performed and ompared with ex-perimental results. The assumption of a binary harater of these ollisionsseems to be valid and justi�ed by the analysis of experimental observables.The aim of the statistial treatment of the data was the determination theexitation energy sharing between exit hannel nulei. A omparison ofexperimental data and results of statistial alulations indiates on propor-tional to the mass exitation energy division between PLF and TLF in the159Tb(40Ar; PLF, xn) reation at 9.5 MeV/nuleon. Satisfatory agreementin the whole range of the exitation energy, independently on the energyloss and on the diretion of the net nuleon transfer is observed betweenexperimental and statistial alulations results.We attempted to desribe the data using another approah in whihinherent features of the mass drift from the projetile to the target are es-peially suitable for the appliation to the peripheral and inner peripheralollisions, produing in the exit hannel PLF's lighter than the projetile.The random walk model [14℄ taking into aount in a proper relation to theonsidered energy domain, the one- and two-body dissipation seems to besuitable for our purposes. For eah impat parameter the model providesthe mass, the harge, the kineti and exitation energies of PLF and TLF. Inthe model the heating of two partners is ahieved through nuleon transfers.Model results are supplemented by the evaporation alulations (GEMINIode [15℄). This proedure allows a diret omparison of alulation resultswith measured ones. The orrelation between the neutron multipliity andthe PLF kineti energy and harge distribution are followed by the modelalulation results (see Fig. 5.2 in Ref. [11℄). A good agreement is foundbetween experimental data and model preditions for PLF's lose in Z tothe projetile, for whih the binary nature is justi�ed. The disrepany forthe lightest fragments registered in the 40Ar + 159Tb reation is understood



Binary and Non-Binary Aspets : : : 1581beause the data in this region of Z are omposed of variety of reationmehanisms whih partly are out of sope of the model. The other mainshortoming is related to the failure of the alulation to produe fragmentsheavier than the projetile. The experimental yield of PLF's heavier than theprojetile is signi�antly underpredited. This is aused by model assump-tion, that nuleons in the ourse of the ollision of two ions are transferred ina way whih re�ets the size of the available phase spae in nulei involvingthe more favored nuleon �ow in the diretion from the projetile to thetarget. 4. SummaryIn summary, the extensive experimental material obtained from the stud-ies of 40Ar(9.75, 9.5 MeV/nuleon) + 159Tb ollisions provide evidene forprevailing binary harater of the reation, unovering also the non-binaryaspets in reation of PLF far in Z from the projetile. The detetion ofmore than one massive fragment in the same event may give a unique op-portunity of a loser insight into reation mehanism. Despite the extensivee�orts expended in the last deade, the detailed mehanism of a produtionof these fragments is not yet well understood, however the break up of thelighter ollision partner into two or more fragments during the interationphase is found to set in already at about 10 MeV/nuleon and to developfully until about 40 MeV/nuleon. A ontinuation of the investigation of the40Ar + 159Tb reation at the energy of about 10 MeV/nuleon by means ofthe preise detetion of the multifragment emission is therefore expeted todeliver new evidenes of the reation mehanism.REFERENCES[1℄ W.U. Shröder, J.R. Huizenga, Ann. Rev. Nul. Si. 27, 465 (1977) and ref-erenes therein.[2℄ V.V. Volkov, Phys. Rep. 44, 93 (1978).[3℄ Nguyen Van Sen, J.C. Gondrand, F. Merhez, R. Darves-Blan, Phys. Rev.C22, 2424 (1980).[4℄ T. Suomijarvi, R. Luas, M.C. Mermaz, J.-P. Co�n, G. Guillaume, B. Hensh,F. Jundt, F. Rami, Z. Phys. A321, 531 (1985).[5℄ M.H. Simbel, A.Y. Abul-Magd, Z. Phys. A294, 277 (1980).[6℄ T. Mikumo, M. Sasagase, M. Sato, T. Ooi, Y. Higashi, Y. Nagashima, M. Ya-manouhi, Phys. Rev. C21, 620 (1980).[7℄ R.P. Shmitt, P. Russo, R. Babinet, R. Jared, L.G. Moretto, Nul. Phys.A279, 141 (1977).
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